Global Diplomacy for Energy Transition in Africa

2020 ONLINE STUDY PROGRAMME

10-30 September 2020

SDG 7
AGENDA 2030
ENSURE ACCESS TO AFFORDABLE, RELIABLE, SUSTAINABLE AND MODERN ENERGY FOR ALL
2020 Study Programme Focus
Energy transition and rethinking of continent’s development model that may impact international system and multilateral dynamics

**Study Programme topics:**
- New Geopolitics and new Geoeconomics of Africa;
- Africa in Transition: politics and institutions, society; conflicts dynamics and cooperation;
- The main challenges of Energy Transition;
- The African regional governance and multilateral approach.

**Educational goals:**
- To provide cross knowledge of African context and its recent development;
- To analyse Energy Transition Processes;
- To provide analytical skills and additional soft skills useful for participants’ professional growth.

**2020 Study Programme** will be held *online* divided in 2 modules:

- **2 weeks**
  - Lecture with best international experts
  - Simulation of the COP 26 Working Sessions

- **3 days**
  - Simulation of the COP 26 negotiations

**Simulation members:**
- **54** AFRICAN COUNTRIES
- **16** EXTRA AFRICAN COUNTRIES*
- **5** INSTITUTIONS + OBSERVER STATUS
- **5** NGO’s + OBSERVER STATUS

*based on geographical proximity and strategic importance